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Teaching Methods of Effective Memorization of English Words
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Abstract
Word learning is not boring and mechanical repeated recitation, word memory have certain methods and rules to follow .Master the 
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[1]

,

English, English ABC;

Chinese, Chinese ;

Maths, maths ,one, two, three;

Music, music, do, re, mi;

Art, art, red,blue,green;

PE, PE, , , ;

Science, science, wee,wee,wee.
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TPR

run jump swim

ing

kilometre

ki-lo-me-tre

[2]

chicken

chi-c-ken c

chi ,

ken language lan-gua-ge (

)

football sometimes everyone

football

foot ball sometimes some times

everyone every one.

26 a[æ] b[b]

g[g] bag,

ea[i:]

sea meat meal ea

y

y [j] yes you young

y 3 [ai] by my sky

y [i] family hun-

gry happy

a e i o u [æ] [e]

[i] [ ] [ ] cat let lip cut

a e i o u [ei] [i:]

[ai] [ u] [ju:] lake these nice rope cute

[ei] [i:]

[ai] [ u] [ju:] hi so he by

sea/see meat/meet right/write here/hear sun/son

boy-girl father-mother brother-

sister

big-small fat-thin tall-short

good -bad

good/nice cute/lovely

no- nothing im-

impossible dis- dislike -ful -er
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he-she eat-meat

card-car the-he

cat-cap lake-like

they

the metre me bye by

dollar doll million lion

dollar

dollar dollar Lion

lion

lion

[3]

2013

collect stamp hobby doll bicycle

Hello, I’m Mary. I’m

a pupil. I have a doll, it’s lovely. I have a green bicycle, I often 

ride it after school. My hobby is collecting stamps,I’ve got stamps 

from many countries.

,

thin fat

Yesterday thin John saw fat Mike in the park yesterday.

big small Big elephant and small monkey 

are good friends.

It’s raining hard today and 

my coat is wet. raining wet
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